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CASCADE DAFFODILS 
	 GROWERS - HYBRIDIZERS - RETAILERS 

DAFFODILS FOR SHOW AND GARDEN - 1991  

At 400+ different daffodils, the 1991 List contains fewer cultivars than in years past. 	Notwithstanding, it continues to represent the 
world's mast comprehensive catalog of currently available daffodil cultivars. With few exceptions, most stocks consist of no mare than ten 
bulbs. 	This means that no order can be accepted after 15 July and, since each order is custom dug, no order may be cancelled. Also, all 
bulbs are offered subject to crop and being unsold on receipt of order, 	Please note that I offer a 5% discount to current members of the 
American Daffodil Society and an additional 10% on orders exceeding $150. Also, orders are filled in strict order of receipt. Minimum order 
is $15.00, plus applicable shipping/handling charges. Please enclose your check or money order in full payment. 

To all customers who have ordered bulbs from CASCADE DAFFODILS in prior years, Thank You!, it is your repeat orders that make this business 
possible. This year's offering contains a number of cultivars that have been returned to the list and I trust that you will find something 
in this year's catalog that you might like to try in your garden. 	This year, I'm listing a considerable number of Australian and New Zea- 
land originations. 	If you are looking for a specific cultivar from a Down-Under breeder, or any other, (and don't find it), please write, 
as I probably have what you are looking for and can spare a bulb. When your daffodils bloom this Spring, take some of your favorite blooms 
to your local daffodil show and exhibit, its rewarding and great fun and a good way to see many of the newer daffodils before purchasing. 

- Dave Karnstedt 

ACCENT (Mit.-60) 2W-P R. Large flowers w/clear white perianth and deep, salmon-rose cup;floriferous;good multiplier;WISTER AWARD-1985.2.00 
ACE of DIAMONDS (Engle.-23) 9W-GOR LH. Tall stems bear medium sized flowers of clear white with reddish-orange eyes; a good flower 	3 50 

ACHDUART (Lea- 	3Y-R EM. 	Best exhibition flower in this class to date; consistent award winner here and abroad; often Best Bloom 	7 00 
ACHNASHEEN (Lea-64) 3W-W LM. Beautiful, 	green-eyed white of very heavy substance and smooth texture; tall stem; good show bloom 	 5 00 
ACROPOLIS (JLR-55) 4W-R LM. A favorite double with smooth, white petals interspersed with deep red segments at their bases; fragrant...4.50 
AIR MARSHAL (JLR-53) 2Y-R ER, Classic breeder with good, flat form and smooth texture; good show bloom and often a collection winner...1.00 
AIRCASTLE (Nit-58) 3W-Y M. Opens with a white perianth and lemon-yellow cup, maturing to a soft, greenish-lemon show bloom; AM-RHS 	1  00 
AIWA (Cross-84) 3W-YYR EN. A favorite show bloom from Tasmania; lovely form and clear colors; good substance; tall stem; beautiful 12.00 
ALUMNA (Evans-72) 2W-YYP K. Huge, shirred, flat cup of soft yellow has narrow rim of soft pink; a lovely flower that is like no other.11.00 
ALWON (Jackson-80) 1Y-Y E. A velvet smooth, golden trumpet of thick substance and classic show form; the equal to Baradoc in E season..7.00 
AMBER CASTLE (HKR-76) 2YW-Y EN An unusually colored show bloom whose cup changes from soft lemon to an orange-tinted amber; overlooked.3.50 
ANACAPRI (Bell-60) 3W-00R LM. Beautiful show bloom of lovely, soft colors; Bell's best intro. in this class; good grower; recommended..5.00 
ANGEL (GLW-60) 3W-GWW LM. A classic, smooth petalled, green-eyed white of very heavy substance; a long time show favorite; breeder....6,00 
ANGEL EYES (Mit-76) 9W-GYO L. One of Mitsch's best poets; deep green eye gives prominence to stamens for distinctive appearance 	10.00 
ANGEL'S WHISPER (Glen.-90) 5Y-Y M. A very new, first class miniature graced by elegant, hanging bells of softest lemon; exquisite' 	 65.00 
ANGKOR (Mit-83) 4Y-Y LH, A large bloom providing class to Purple Ribbon Collections of doubles; smooth, full blooms of creamy lemon....5.00 
ARCTIC CHAR (Evans-74) 2W-P K. Snow white and deep, rose pink; a favorite of its creator; lovely show bloom and respected breeder. 	 15.00 
ARDRESS (Dunc.-82) 2W-GYY M, Medium sized, very smooth blooms of exceptionally heavy substance; half-trumpet cup is soft yellow 	2.50 
ARKLE (JLR-68) 11-Y EN, A very large yellow trumpet with a widely flanged and serrated trumpet; pick and show young for best results 	4,00 
ARNDILLY (Lea-72) 2W-R M. Perhaps, the best of the more recent hybrids in this class; very smooth, clean white, flat perianth 	6  00 
ASHANTI (Bell-71) 2Y-R M. An older cultivar, but a floriferous and colorful hybrid; good show in the garden; occasional show bloom 	2  50 
ASHMORE (Blanch.-14) 2W-W N. A consistently high quality, pure white show flower of rounded form; shortish, fluted cup; deep green eye.6.00 
ASTALOT (Mit.-72) 1Y--Y ER. Large flower of classic trumpet form in shades of soft, creamy lemon;crown tinged pink in cool damp weather.4.50 

ASTRAL LIGHT (Bell-64) 2W-YY0 M. A big white with frilly lemon cup tinged orange on the rim 
in damp, cool seasons; basically for the garden - vigorous and floriferous 	1  50 

AT DAWNING (Hit.-75) 1W-P EM. Medium sized flower of good substance; precisely formed pink 
trumpet; standard parent for improving the quality of a difficult class: 1W-P 	3  50 

AUDUBON (Mit,-65) 3W-WWP H. A favorite of just about everyone; very flat, clean white peri- 
anth; the brilliant coral-red rim on edge of cup is startling in cool weather 	2  50 

AURUN (Nit.-71) IY-Y EM. Beautifully farmed golden trumpet of heavy substance and velvety 
texture; strong grower with stiff stems; floriferous; a show bloom of finest quality 	E.00 

AUTUMN LEAVES (Bell-63) EM. A garden flower, but one with the whitest of perianths; large, 
flattish, ruffled cups of clear, medium yellow; strong grower with tall stems 	2  00 

AVALON (KKR-77) 2Y-W EH. Rounded perianths of extremely heavy substance; ruffled, fluted 
corona rapidly matures to clear, pure white; fine show flower, but not often seen 	9  00 

AVENGER (JLR-57) 2W-R M. One of the best in this class for show and breeding; has produced 
ANGEL'S WHISPER 	 some very fine seedlings used as seed parent; a collection class favorite 	2  00 

BACARDI (Bell-75) 2Y-R R. An overlooked show flower that I have often exhibited; flat, with 
good substance and color; petals flush orange in favorable years. 	 5  00 
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BADBURY RINGS (Blanch.-85) 3Y-YYR M. One of the very best! Beautiful form, substance and texture; consistent, Quinn-quality flowers.55.00 
BALALAIKA (J0-56) 2Y-YYR EM, Clear light yellow perianth of beautifully smooth texture; wire rim of deep red; collection standard....1.50 
BALLYCASTLE (Dun.-47) 3W-WW0 H. Broad, pure white perianth of good substance; lovely pinkish rim on shallow, fluted crown; tall stems..1.50 
BALMASQUE (Bell-78) 4W-R M. A simply huge, pure white double of good form lit from within by the deep red segments of the cup 9  GO 
BANBRIDGE (JLR-55) 1Y-Y E. When favorably sited, this deep, golden yellow trumpet will produce a magnificent show bloom; very smooth...2.00 
BANDIT (Brogden-?) 2W-YY0 N. A beautiful pure white show bloom from New Zealand; cooler weather enhances amount of orange in the rim..10.00 
BANTAM (Barr-50) 2Y-YYR K. A good flower for the proposed Intermediate Class of daffodils; heavy substance and bright color; perky! 2  50 
BAR NONE (Phill.-66) 1W-Y E. While not the best yet seen, as the name implies, it is still a good flower; barrel trumpet without roll..4.00 
BARADOC (Jack.-79) 1Y-Y E. One of the better yellow trumpets from Jackson and about the best in its season; smooth; heavy substance ,.9.00 
BARBADOS (JLR-63) 2W-R N. Medium size blooms of good form and color for the cross; consistent and will often produce show blooms 	4  00 
BARLEY SUGAR (Carn.-78) 3W-YY0 LM, Clean, white perianths of show quality; soft yellow crown offset with wire rim of bright orange 	3  00 
BARNSDALE WOOD (Noton-76) 2Y-R LM. One of the last Division 2 Y-Rs of the season; a show flower with brilliant, lasting color; scarce.12.00 
BEAUTIFUL DREAM (Wit.-85) 3W-W L. Magnificent, rounded flower of unusually heavy substance; flat, ruffled cup; tall, robust plant 	8  50 
BEAUVALLON (LLoyd-69) 4Y-ORR R. A yellow-red double exhibition bloom par excellence;unusual symmetry for a double;good color;strong 	55.00 
BEN ALIGIN (Lea-86) 1W-GWW EM. Beautifully rounded perianths of great width; trumpet opens yellow and requires time to fade 6  50 
BEN HEE (Lea-64) 2W-W EM. Beautiful, pure white, medium size show flower;one of the best in a high quality Division;a choice daffadil..5.00 
BEWDY (Jack.-83) 1W-Y ER. A newer Jackson bicolor of fine form, substance and texture; lightly ruffled trumpet is deep yellow-gold....12.50 
BINKIE (Wolf.-38) 2Y-W LM. Every reverse bicolor can trace its ancestry back to this, the first of the type; still a good flower 1  50 
BIRDSONG (Carn.-78) 3W-YYR R. Beautiful, pure white perianth; flat yellow cup banded with brilliant orange-red;consistent show flower.3.00 
BIT 0' GOLD (Mitsch-65) 2W-WWY LM. Broad, overlapping white perianth and open, ruffled crown trimmed with a band of gold;lovely flower.2.00 
BLARNEY (JLR-35) 3W-00Y N. Very old, but still one of the best examples of the class;very smooth, snow white perianth;salmon-org.crown.1.50 
BOB MINOR (Rose.-80) 1Y-Y EE. Delightful little trumpet that's one of the earliest to blaom;fine Intermediate, but too early for shows.5,00 
BOBOLINK (Mit.-65) 2W-GY0 E. Each year, this old favorite standard usually opens my daffodil season, often lasting 3 weeks; colorful...2.5G 
BOSSIER (Dunc.-80) 1W-Y EN, Tall stemmed bicolor of moderately good form and color; occasional show bloom; has value as breeder 6  50 
BOSSA NOVA (Dunc.-83) 30-R M. Smooth, consistently high quality show bloom evenly flushed with amber-orange;deep red,bowl-shaped cup.25.00 
BRACKENHURST (Abel-S.-77) 2Y-0 E. One of the better ones from this breeder; produces well formed, colorful blooms for one so early 4  GO 
BRAHMS (de Ray.-57) 2W-ORR EH. Very large, high quality show flower in clear white and sun resistant orange-red; a breeder's flower....2.00 
BRANDY (Evans-77) 2Y-Y M. Large, smooth blooms of good form and substance; softest, cream-yellow throughout; often reverses here 5  GO 
BRAVOURE (v.d. Wereld-74) 1W-Y EH, One of the best bicolor trumpets for either show or garden; large flowers; clear colors; vigorous...3.00 
BRIERGLASS (Lea-85) 2W-GWW EM. Very smooth, very formal flowers of extremely heavy substance; consistent show winner; tall stems  12.00 
BROONHILL (Board-65) 2k-W E. One of the whitest and smoothest, most perfectly proportioned flowers in its class; lovely substance 	2  50 
BRYANSTON (Blanch.-77) 2Y-Y EM. Smooth, pointed petals of heavy substance shape a perianth of distinctive form; classic show bloom 	12.00 
BUNCLODY (Lea-63) 2Y-R LM. Medium size flowers with smooth, flat perianths of richest gold; intense red cup; a classic breeder 	4  00 
BUNTING (Nit.-65) 71-0 LH. Smooth little flowers borne two to a stem; floriferous, good grower and fast multiplier; garden color 	2  00 
CADENCE (Mit.-58) 3W-GYO N. Even though old, this cultivar is a firm favorite of many people; clean white perianth; clear cup colors-3,00 
CAIRN TOUL (Lea-78) 3W-ORR M. A standard show flower in its class; clear white perianths and reddish-orange, frilled corona; protect...6.50 
CAMELOT (JLR-62) 2Y-Y M. Deep yellow flowers of heavy substance; classic parent for seedlings in several divisions; robust grower 1  50 
CANARY (Nit.-77) 7YW-W LH. Of different form than Intrigue, I consider this a better flower; good grower and bloomer; usually single 11,00 
CANDLEPOWER (Gray-75) 1W-W E. Delightful miniature white trumpet - the best of its type; good grower, bloomer and multiplier; scarce..40.00 
CANISP (Lea-60) 2W-W E. Beautiful show flower of near trumpet form; double triangle perianth in clean white; often Best Bloom in shows.5,00 
g. cantabricus foliosue 10W-W Winter blooming 'hoop-skirt'; frilled coronas of clean, clear white; very floriferous; greenhouse 4  00 
CANTERBURY FAIR (Se11-75) 2W-GYY EN. Another good garden flower from Bell; clean white perianths and ruffled, yellow cups; good grower.2.00 
CAPITOL HILL (Lea-79) 2Y-YYO N. In this climate, the trumpet-shaped corona matures to orange; breeder's flower; use this for 1Y-0/R....4.00 
CAPISCO (Bally,-69) 3W-GYR EM. Pure white overlapping perianth; very small cup banded red; deep green eye; early and tall; show bloom..4.00 
CARACAS (JLR-63) 2Y-R EN. Big yellow blooms with large, ruffled cups of bright orange-red; makes a fine show in the garden 	2  00 
CARSINEER (A. Wilson-27) 2Y-0 EN. Grandfather of today's show quality 2Y-Rs; its smooth, flat perianth appears in seedlings 	1  50 
CARIB (Mit.-79) 6W-P E. Evenly reflexed, ivory white perianth; trumpet corona of peach pink; matures to 6Y-P in warm weather 	25.00 
CARNELIAN (Evans-72) 2Y-R E. Very early blooms of average form, but only pale orange for me; deeper color in damp weather; scarce 4  00 
CARNMOON (GLW-53) 3W-GWY N. Smooth show blooms of very heavy substance; frilled, green-eyed cups have rim of yellow; breeder and show..3.00 
CASTLE COOLE (Dunlop-53) 2W-WW0 M. Pure white flowers with rim of sun resistant, salmon orange; long lasting in the garden; tall stems.1.50 
CATARACT (Evans-15) 1W -W Ell Murray Evans' best white trumpet; beautifully formed, smooth, good substance and the clearest of whites.55.00 
CATISTOCK (Blanch.-74) 2Y-R EH. Smooth, richly colored flowers on tall stems; vigorous grower and fine show or garden bloom 	 5 00 
CELTIC GOLD (HKR-74) 2Y-Y Classic Division 2 form with heavy substance and smooth texture; much desired show flower; scarce 	 22.00 
CERES (O'Hare-il) 2W-WWY LM. A classic 'rim' of good form, heavy substance i smooth texture; one of the best flowers from NZ 	 9 00 
CEYLON (JLR-43) 2Y-0 E. Very smooth, instantly recognizable bloom in clear yellow; usually only a rim of color, but sunproof; distinct.1.50 
CHA-CHA (Dunc.-86) 6W-GPP H. One of the best of Duncan's 6W-Ps; distinctive form with 314 length corona of bright pink; fine for show.15.00 
CHANTICLEER (Evans-79) 4Y-0 EN. Murray Evans' best yellow/orange double; good grower with strong stems; smooth, deep yellow flowers..10.00 
CHAPEAU (Evans-72) 2W-Y EN. A vigorous grower that bears cleanly colored flowers; near trumpet in form; good substance and texture 3  GO 
CHAPERONE (Evans-79) 2W-0 EN. One of the larger flowers from this series; extremely white perianths for the class;soft orange corona.10.00 
CHARITY NAY (Cole.-48) 6Y-Y E. Winner of countless awards in shows 'round the World; no garden can be without this classic favorite....2.00 
CHARLESTON (Duncan-83) 20-R M. Broad, well rounded, smooth perianth evenly flushed orange; consistent form; protect color for show...15.00 
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CHAT (Hit.-68) 7Y-W M, Smooth, evenly formed flowers in tones of soft, creamy lemon; three blooms on 
an stems; a long-time favorite show entry, as well cutting for fragrant bouquets 	 2  00 

CHELAN (Evans-75) 2Y-W N. Very smooth show blooms of extremely heavy substance; unusual amber tint to 
fresh blooms; this cultivar requires considerable time to reverse, patience is rewarded! 	9  00 

CHENAWA (Evans-62) 2Y-00Y E. Smooth, oval-petalled flowers of heavy substance; the straight, frilled, 
long cup is a deep, sun resistant red-orange highlighted by a narrow rim of gold; all purpose...4.50 

CHEER LEADER (Dune.-87) 3Y0-R EH. A really beautiful, vibrant flower of deepest gold and red; rounded 
perianth of good form, texture and substance; received several 5-star notations as a seedling..25.00 

CHESTERTON (Dune.-79) 9W-GYR L. Probably the best of Duncan's Cantabile seedlings; a fine show bloom 
of clearest, poeticus white; the pale yellow cup is edged with a narrow rim of brilliant red....8.00 

CHICKERELL (Blanch.-84) 3Y-YYR EM. Smooth, bright lemon flowers of very good form and heavy substance; 
the wire rim of intense red adds interest to this near concolor show flower; consistent; tall...7.00 

CHIEF INSPECTOR (Bloomer-82) IW-Y M. Very good bicolor trumpet highly thought of in Northern Ireland as 
Tom Bloomer's best show flower in this class; a useful parent for improving a stagnant class...40.00 	CHIT CHAT 

CHILOQUIN (Mit.-68) 1Y-W LM. impeccably formed, smoothly finished reverse bicolor of heavy substance; 
only of medium size, but of unquestioned Quinn quality in Late season; proving a fine parent....4.50 

CHINOOK (Hit.-52) 2W-Y EM. An early Mitsch hybrid that is a dependable, floriferous garden flower; cup is unusual greenish-lemon 	2  00 
CHIQUITA (Evans-69) 2W-GPP LM. A beautiful daffodil with heavy substance and fine texture; cup banded deep rose-pink; dark green eye,.5.00 
CHIT CHAT (Mit.-751 7Y-Y L. Small, perfectly formed blooms of clear, rich yellow borne in great profusion; a most rewarding miniature..3.50 
CHURCHMAN (Bally.-68) 2W-GWW E. A consistent show winner; waxen smooth, elegantly formed high quality bloom in pure white; green eye...6.00 
CITRONITA (Noton-76) 3Y-Y M. A beautiful show bloom in a class with few quality representatives; gd. form, substance, texture;scarce.25.00 
CITY LIGHTS (Bell-57) 2W-YYR EM. A famous show flower from New Zealand's David Bell; lovely color, altho not sun resistant; tall 	3  50 
CLARE (Gray-68) 7Y-Y M. Smooth, evenly reflexed little flowers of greenish gold; very dependable show miniature;lovely garden display.6.00 
CLOUD NINE (Nit.-72) 2Y-W LM. Beautifully formed, very smooth show bloom of jonquil ancestry; reverse bicolor in bright lemon-gold..„4.00 
COLD OVERTON (Noton-76) 2W-GWW EM. Broad, overlapping perianth of smooth, clear white with 3/4 length cup; deep green eye; show bloom..5.00 
COLDBROOK (Bender-85) 2Y-W EN. Lovely reverse bicolor whose farm is quite different from most in this class;good grower and multiplier.5.00 
COLORFUL (Jack.-79) 2Y-R EH. Well balanced flowers of bright golden-yellow with flat,smooth perianth and deep red cup;distinct bloom.15.00 
CORAL (Jack.-68) 1Y-Y EN. Large, smooth, deep yellow trumpet of heavy substance whose fine perianth is much desired breeding goal 	6  50 
CONESTOGA (Bender-85) 2W-GY0 N. Large, ruffled cup is usually a uniform orange color; heavy substance; mature on plant for best form 10.00 
CONSTANCY (Hit.-79) 2Y-Y EM. Mitsch's best in this class; very smooth blooms with fine form I heavy substance; slow multiplier here.,11,00 
COOL AUTUMN (Noton-76) 2W-Y M 3asically a garden flower due to its shorter than average stem; smooth flowers;good form & bright color,4,00 
COOL CRYSTAL (Mit.-66) 3W-GWW H. Show bloom of considerable merit; clean white; good substance; now winning Best Bloom awards in shows.4.50 
COOL FLAME (Mit.-69) 2W-P EN. Beautifully farmed flat, clean white perianths of great substance;dp.rose cup;requires time to develop.12.00 
COOL WATERS (Blmr.-64) 2W-GRR M. Ruffled deep red-orange cup is highly sun resistant for this class; scarce; valuable breeder 5  00 
CORAL LIGHT (Kanouse-72) 2W-GWP Nearly a small-cupped pink; pure white blooms have wire rim of rose & dp. gr . eyes; heavy substance....3.50 
CORDIAL (Evans-70) 2W-P EN. A favorite pink and preferred to Accent as a garden flower; stems are taller and colors clearer; breeder...2.50 
COTTON CANDY (Evans-79) 4W-WYP N. One of the loveliest doubles and premier favorite; white cup segments rimmed with soft pink  10,00 
COUNTRY MORNING (Carp.-85) 3W-G00 LM. Beautiful, round, overlapping perianth; crown is an unusual salmon-orange color; different 5  00 
CREAGH DUBH (Lea-78) 20-R EH. Twice Best Bloom at ADS National Shows; ultra smooth & with very good show form; light flush of orange..30.00 
CROILA (Lea-78) 2W-GWW E. An elegant flower of perfect symmetry; broad perianth of pure white, with deep green eye; cylindrical cup....7.00 
CRIMPLENE (Phil.-68) 3W-R N. Flat smooth white blooms of good show form; frilled, flattish cup is deep, even red-tinted orange 5  00 
CRYSTAL RIVER (Hit,-67) 3W-W M. Evocative name for the best show flower in this class since Verona;smooth flowers on tall,strong stems.4.00 
CUL BEG (Lea-71) 3W-R EN. Perfectly formed flowers with rounded, flat perianths of clear white with small, intense red cup;consistent.15.00 
CULMINATION (Wit.-82) 2W-P EM. Mitsch's best pink! Smooth, flat, clear white perianths of beaut. form;deep red corona;occ.peri.flush.16.00 
CYROS (Jack.-66) 21-Y M. A good bicolor of clean color and near trumpet configuration; highly thought of abroad; show bloom & breeder.5.50 
DAILMANACH (Lea-72) 2W-P M. Jahn Lea's famous pink that does so well in his homeland, but won't produce that quality here; breeder 	18.00 
DANGER (Brog.-80) 2Y-R E. Big, bold and showy! Rounded perianth of deep gold; large, flattish, ruffled cup is deep orange-red; show 	18.00 
DATELINE (Duncan-86) 3Y-0 EN. Beautifully formed show flower the equal of Achduart; clear mid-yellow peri.; shallow, deep org. cup 	15,00 
DAVIOT (Brodie-50) 2W-00Y N. Pretty, pure white smooth flower; straight cup the color of orange sherbet; best in cool, damp weather....1.50 
DAYDREAM (Hit.-60) 2Y-W H. Near perfect show flower; must be allowed to mature on the plant as the cup needs time to whiten; FCC-RHS 2.50 
DECOY (Hit.-79) 2W-R R. Cup color is a deep, rose pink bordering on crimson; nearest to a true red daffodil; short stemmed; breeder..11.00 
DEMAND (Phillips-15) 2Y-Y EM. Generally considered to be the best flower produced by Phillips; an ideal show bloom in clear yellow 11,50 
DICKCISSEL (Mit.-63) 7Y-W LM. One of the first reverse bicolor jonquils; resembles jonquilla, but with a bone white cup; tall stems....2.00 
DIX DIK (Hit,-11) 2Y-R E. Smooth, flat blooms of deep golden yellow and long cup of orange-red; cyclamineus, but peri. does not reflex.3.00 
DOCTOR HUGH (Duncan-75) 3W -G00 M. A fabulous show bloom; often in the Winner's Circle; pure white blooms of heavy substance; a must 9.00 
DOILY (Evans-82) 9W-GYR L. Murray thought very highly of this beautiful poet; its as flat and round as a fifty cent piece; scarce.,..40.00 
DON CARLOS (JLR-62) 2W-R N. Rounded, overlapping perianth of pure white w/beautiful substance and quality; cup brilliant orange/red..10.00 
DOTTERAL (Mit.-75) 2Y-WWY M. Perfectly flat blooms of lemon-yellow;short, trumpet-shaped crown rapidly fades to clear white 	7  CO 
DOUBLE BLUSH (Cann.-87) 41-YYP N. Smooth perianth petals back a uniform, peach-pink rosette interspersed with white petaloids 	9  80 
DOVE WINGS (Coleman-49) 6W-Y E. Classic Division 6 flower and one of the best bicolors for show or garden; a 'must .  bulb; dependable 	2.00 
DOWNPATRICK (Dun.-59) 1W-Y EN. Still one of the better bicolors for show; flat, smooth perianth with heavy substance; consistent 	3  50 
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DREAMBOAT (Evans-80) 211-YY0 LM, Extremely white perianth; large, primrose yellow cup banded with soft orange; not colorfast, protect-5.00 
DREAM CASTLE (Hit.-63) 3W-W LM. Rather large flowers with large, frilled and ruffled cups; off white; good substance; tall; strong....3.50 
DRUMNABREEZE (Carn.-78) 2Y-WYY EN. A very large flower that reverses more rapidly than is common for the type;frilled rim of gold;ta11.4.00 
DULCIE JOAN (Abel-S.-721 2W-WWP M. Very floriferous; smooth, well formed flowers; small cup, but not Division 3; copious seeder 2  00 
DUET (v,Eeden-80) 4W-Y0 R. Vigorous grower and producer of well formed, strong-stemmed doubles in white and yellow; all purpose flower.3.00 
DUNLEY HALL (Lea-86} 3W-GYY LM. Very large flower; extremely heavy substance; smooth; lovely show form; holds its color;robust plant.40.00 
EASTER MOON (Wilson-54) 2W-GWW LM. Very smooth flower of much substance; still a show flower of merit; an all-time classic breeder 2  50 
EBONY (Bell-77) 1W-Y EM. A large bicolor trumpet of classic form with flanged and serrated edge to corona; takes time to whiten; show..6.00 
ECLAT (Nit.-70) 2W-YYP LM. Nothing else like this one Large, flat, ruffled cup has colorful deep tomato-red band; a breeder's flower-3.50 
EGINA (Jack.-66) 1W-P M. Smooth, white, flat perianth; amber-pink trumpet is lightly ruffled at edge; different color and form; scarce.5.00 
ELEGANT LADY (Robertson-80) 1W-Y EN. Elegantly formed, very smooth bicolor, but rather pale trumpet color;good grower and multiplier.27.00 
EMPRESS of IRELAND (GLW-52) 1W-W E. Famous show bloom with wide, flat perianth and well formed trumpet; strong, short stems; breeder...4.00 
EPITOME (Evans-74) 1Y-WWY EH. One of the best reverses;full trumpet rapidly turns white, graced with a rim of gold;quality show bloom,12.00 
ERLIROSE (Mit.-72) 2W-P EN. One of the first pinks to bloom; large, reflexed flowers of heavy substance and good form; strong stems...,4.50 
ESTREMADURA (Lea-67) 2Y-0 E. One of the earliest yellow & reds to bloom; good form, but not as precise as Monal; tall, strong stems....6.00 
EUPHONY (Hit.-68) 2Y-Y M. A very beautiful, geometrically perfect show bloom in soft, creamy lemon; can reverse here in warm season.„ 4.50 
EVERPINK (Evans-70) 2W-P LK. Lovely bloom with a small, deep pink cup; altho not a '3', breeders have achieved 3W-Ps using this clone.11.50 
EXOTIC PINK (Hancock-76) 2W-1,  M. Flat, extremely smooth perianth; straight, near trumpet cup of an unusual bronze-pink; different 	7 	50 
EYECATCHER (Carn.-82) 	3W-GYR LM. Clear white perianth of good quality; 	medium yellow cup is banded brilliant red; deep green eye 	 3 00 
FALSTAFF (JLR-60) 2Y-R E. 	One of the first, high quality Y-Rs to bloom each season; a fine show flower, the stem could be taller 	 5.00 
FASTIDIOUS (Mit.-71) 2W-W M. Beautifully smooth show flower of polished form and very good substance; fine show bloom, but unknown...10.00 
FAVOURITE (Board-65) 2W-Y M. This good, bowl-shaped, bicolor resulted from Fred Board's 2W-W breeding program and is not widely known.3.50 
FERNDOWN (Blanch.-82) 3Y-Y LM. A lovely, smooth show flower that's probably the best in this scarce sub-division; very consistent....20.00 
FESTIVITY (Nit.-54) 2W-Y H. One of Kitsch's best! Large, pure white blooms with a deep, clear yellow long cup; WISTER AWARD - 1986 2  00 
FIERY FLAME (JLR-62) 20-R EN. The perfectly flat perianths reliably flush orange and don't fade; long cup of deep, red-org.;breeder...10.00 
FOUNDLING (Carn.-69) 6W-P EM. The first high quality Div. 6 with a pink crown; has since become a show standard and a fine breeder;....8.00 
FOXFIRE (Evans-68) 2W-GWO EM. Brilliant, poeticus-white, flat, smooth, rounded perianths; salmon rim to the whitish, green-eyed cups..3.00 
FRAGRANT ROSE (Dunc.-78) 2W-GPP N, Distinctive flower w/a most appealing fragrance of roses; good form, substance, texture and color.30.00 
FUEGO (HKR-76) 2Y-R E. Opening yellow throughout, the lightly frilled cup matures to a brilliant, sun resistant orange-red; durable...4.00 
GAY SONG (JLR-68) 4W-W LH. Huge, white double of good form and substance; preferred white show double; strong grower; good stem & neck.6.00 
GENTEEL (Pannill-78) 1W-W H. Smooth, rounded petals form a large flower of trumpet proportions; has a uniform roll to the trumpet edge.5.00 
GERANIUM (v. Schoot-30) 8W-0 L. A marvelous poetaz that's hardy in this climate; thick stems bear up to six blooms; white and orange...1.00 
GIN AND LIME (Carn.-73) 1Y-GWW M. Highly thought of reverse bicolor trumpet in deep, lemon-gold;cup quickly reverses to bone white„.12.00 
GINGER (Evans-74) 2Y-Y K. Well formed and beautifully smooth show bloom with the color of powdered ginger; heavy substance; scarce....10.00 
GLASTON (Phill.-66) 2W-ORR EN. One of the first of the red and whites to bloom each season; clear white perianth and deep orange cup...8.00 
GLENFARCLAS (Lea-76) 1Y-0 E. The best example to date in this still very scarce class; good show flower; preferred breeder for 1Y-Rs..10.00 
GLENWHERRY (Dun.-47) 3W-R LW. An older flower that can still do very well in late shows; clear white, flat perianths and red cups 1  00 
GOLD CONVENTION (Lea-78) 2Y-Y EN. Beautiful,eiegant flower of rounded form and immense substance;smooth,deep gold petals and trumpet.17.00 
GOLD STRIKE (Carn.-84) 1Y-Y M. A medium size, trumpet-form bloom of unusual parentage: 1Y-Y x jonquil sdlg.; has the jonquil fragrance.5.00 
GOLDEN AMBER (Bally,-75) 21-0 EN. A different show flower of usual color; perianth color develops best in cool, damp, Spring weather...2.50 
GOLDEN AURA (JLR-64} 2Y-Y N. A much honored show bloom that's a must for any exhibitor; tops in its class; good form & substance 3  50 
GOLDEN JEWEL (Bloom.-73) 2Y-Y EN. Deep, shining gold with a dark green eye; refined show bloom and becoming known as a superb parent...6.00 
GOLDEN JOY (Bloom.-73) 2Y-Y EM. Beautifully smooth, broadly rounded petals of heavy substance are in ideal proportion with the cup 8  00 
GOLDEN RAPTURE (JLR-52) lY-Y EH. Large golden-yellow trumpet of classic form; goad substance and texture;best picked and shown young.,2,00 
GOLDMINE (Brogden-81) 2Y-Y EN. Unknown show flower from NZ that is the equal of Golden Aura; medium yellow; good substance/texture 	8  00 
GOSSAMER (Mg.-62) 3W-YYP LM. Lovely flower that will often mature to a pale yellow perianth; has produced some unusual seedlings 	2  00 
GRACE NOTE (Mg.-66} 3W-GGY L. One of the loveliest ways to close the daffodil season! A favorite with all who grow and show this one..3.50 
GRACIOUS LADY (JLR-74) 2W-P K. Very highly thought of show flower in England; has yet to live up to its promise here; short stems....45.00 
GRADUATION (Hit.-75) 2W-WWP EM. Lovely flower of trumpet form, but just does not measure so; nonetheless, a beautiful flower 	 11.50 
GRANSHA (Bally,-77) 3W-GOR L. One of the very best of the late show flowers; vigorous plants wftall, strong stems; a firm favorite 	8  00 
GREBE (Mit,-79) 41-0 EN. A very full double with a great deal of the orange cup segments showing; stems won't hold up a wet bloom 	5  00 
GREEN GOLD (Hit.-T5) 2Y-WWY M. Beautifully formed reverse bicolor of classic form; a long-time favorite for show, garden & breeding....9.00 
GROVESNOR (Dunc.-87) 4W-WPP N. One of the best of the newer Duncan pink doubles; high quality blooms in pure white and deep pink 50.00 
GULL (Nit.-79) 2W-GWW N. Rapidly gaining a reputation as a very fine show bloom; satin smooth texture; different form for this class...9.00 
HALLEY'S COMET (A.-Smith-86) 3W-GYY M. Large bloom of beautiful form & substance;deep yellow, green-eyed crown;high qual. show flwr 35.00 
HALSTOCK (Blanch.-86) 2Y-W EM. Beautifully smooth show blooms of precise form and coloring: deep lemon-yellow and a very clean white 	15.00 
HAMBLEDON (Blanch.-85) 21W-WYY N. Superb show bloom of exceptional substance & texture; cup lightens, but doesn't reverse; vigorous 	18.50 
HARTLEBURY (Lea-87) 3W-00R L. Large, brilliant white perianth is well overlapped, smooth and rounded at the tips; neat, deep red cup 	12.00 
HEAT HAZE (Carn.-78) 2Y-R CM. Very smooth flowers of incredible substance; pale yellow perianth flushed with red;round cup of deep red.5.00 
HIGH COTTON (Pannill-85) 311 LM, Lovely, smooth, round, flat flowers of good substance;small,ftilled,lightly fluted cup;good grower.11.00 
HIGH REPUTE (Nit.-75) 2W-P M. Massive bloom of v. hvy, substance; requires time on the plant to mature; makes a superb show bloom 	18.50 
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HIGH SOCIETY (Dunc.-79) 2W-GYP M. A show bloom with charisma! Beautiful, consistent flowers of fine form, substance and texture 	50.00 
HIGH TEA (Pannill-TO) 2W-P M. Smooth, rounded, broadly overlapping perianth of fine substance and texture; cup is light peachy-pink....8.00 
HIGHWAY SONG (Carn.-87) 2W -GYO M. Rounded, pure white peri. of good form; sun resistant, brilliant red-orange color in cup; tall 	6  50 
HIROMI (Phil.-77) 2Y-R N. Large, flat medium yellow flowers set off the bowl-shaped, fluted a ruffled crown of brilliant scarlet-red 	11.00 
HOMESTEAD (Pann.-72) 2W-W EM. Bill Pannill's best seedling; magnificent, consistent show bloom; requires time for the cup to whiten 	21.00 
HONEYBIRD (Mitsch-65) 1Y-W EN. One of the earlier Kitsch hybrids in this class; continues to rank with the best of its type; vigorous 	1.50 
HOOPOE (Wit.-77) 8Y-0 LN. Fragrant, rounded, little red cupped flowers borne three to five per stem; marvelous show I garden plant 	7  00 
ICE WINGS (Cole.-58) 5W-W M. Easily the best Division 5 for exhibition; pure white blooms of fine form and substance; class winner 	5  00 
IMMACULATE (Jack.-78) 2W-GWW X. Large, smooth, flat flowers of very heavy substance; clean white offset with a deep green eye; show...25.00 
IMPRESARIO (Wit.-75) 21-WWY EM. Beautiful, smooth, show bloom of heavy substance; soft lemon color and pure white corona; breeder  13.50 
INCA GOLD (Kanouse-65) 2Y-Y N. Brilliant, brassy gold color makes this flower stand out in the crowd of yellow trumpets; garden flower.2.00 
INDIAN MAID (Pannill-72) 70-R N. Well formed flower with the most beautiful, intense, dusky orange color in the perianths;good grower.10.00 
INISHMORE (HKR-76) 2W-GWW EM. Beautiful, snow white flowers on tall, strong stems; lovely show bloom and often class winner; scarce 25.00 
INVERPOLLY (Lea-80) 2W-W EN. Velvet-smooth, flat perianth of pointed petals; heavy substance; cup opens pale pink, fading to white 	8  00 
IRISH COFFEE (Nit.-67) 3Y-YYO LN. Ruffled cup of the large flowers fades to WWY in the sun and heat of Minnesota Springs; vigorous 	5  00 
IRISH LIGHT (JLR-72) 2Y-R EN. The most consistent of the Richardson Y-Rs; very smooth; petals are a bit narrow by modern standards 	2  50 
IRVINGTON (Pane.-76) 3W-R M. Larger than normal for the type and very white; good cup color; very good and a worthwhile show bloom 	5  00 
JANA (Gray-49) 6Y-Y EE. An extremely early, exceedingly floriferous little trumpet; like Bambi, this is one I wouldn't be without 	3  00 
JEWEL SONG (AR-57) 2W-P EM. Smooth, pure white blooms of quite goad form, substance and color; has produced the much desired 3W-P 	2  00 
JETFIRE (Nit.-66) 6Y-R E. One of the firs; quality flowers in this class - and still one of the very best; bright gold and orange red.2.00 
JOLLY ROGER (Evans-69) 2W-Y M. Round, broadly overlapping perianth is clear white; rich yellow of the fluted, ruffled cup does not run.2.O0 
JOHNNIE WALKER (Throck,-77) 3Y-Y LH. Crystalline yellow, broad,rounded perianth and shirred cup have good substance;lovely show flwr 6.00 
KABONOVA (Bell-82) 2Y-P EN. Flat, smooth flowers trumpet-form flowers; lemon-yellow a rich salmon-pink;darkest coloring for the type.75.00 
KARANUDLI (Blanch.-49) 1W-Y EM. A rather pale bicolor trumpet of good form, substance and smoothness; one for the collection classes 1.00 
KAREKA (Brog.-?) 2W-Y M. A large flower w/rounded, flat perianth of good substance and texture;tubular, yellow cup; for shocunknown,.10.00 
KEN'S FAVORITE (Evans-78) 2W-P EM. Sparkling white perianth w/sheen and ruffled cup of lavender-tinted pink; a favorite pink breeder..10.00 

KILLEARNAN (Lea-85) 9W-GYR L. A beautiful flower of highest show quality, but its just not a 'poet"; 
the flat perianth of off-white is exceedingly smooth and of the heaviest substance 	 9  00 

KIMMERIDGE (Blanch.-56) 3W-Y10 N. Very smooth, flat, pure white blooms of heavy substance; the pale 
yellow cups are straight-sided and precisely edged with a rim of soft orange;protect for show,..5.00 

KINGBIRD (Hit.-69) 2Y-Y N. From 2Y-R breeding came this unexpected bright yellow flower that has the 
appearance of a 3Y-Y, but measures Division 2; under cool conditions cup can tinge orange 	4  00 

LALIQUE (Thrkmtn.-75) 3Y-GYY N. A splendid flower of perfect show form that opens with a frosty white 
perianth and yellow cup; maturing to a uniform yellow, it eventually becomes a reverse bicolor..7.50 

LANCELOT (Blmr.-79) 1Y-Y EM. A beautifully proportioned, smooth show flower of smooth, glistening 
texture and heavy substance; long a show flower of winning ways and considerable notoriety 	 10.00 

LANDMARK (Brogden-63) 2W-0 E. A truly beautiful daffodil that performs well wherever daffodils can be 
LITTLE 	grown - if you can protect the evanescent cup color from the sunl;one of the earliest 2W-Rs 	2  00 
MISSUS 

	

	LARKWHISTLE (Palmer-60) 6Y-0 N. A tall stemmed Division 6 with deep yellow perianth of moderate reflex 
and soft orange, lightly frilled, 3/4 length, tubular crown;a good do-er, but not widely known..4.O0 

LARKFIELD (Dun.-69) 2W-0 LW. An overlooked flower of highest quality; of moderate size, the very flat, 
blemish-free perianths are pure white; the small crowns are a clear red-orange and ruffled 	2  50 

LEMON CANDY (HKR-77) 2Y-WWY N. Vigorous, smooth reverse bicolor; short trumpet turns very white in less time than many; for show 	20.00 
LEMON DROPS (Mit.-56) 5Y-Y M. One of the best Division 5s in this color class; so floriferous as to hide the foliage when well grown 	3.50 
LEMON TREE (Nit.-79) 3W-YY0 L. A lovely, rather formal bloom that graces the season's end; good grower, but slow multiplier 	 12.00 
LEMONADE (JLR-59) 3Y-Y N. The forerunner of a range of new seedlings in this class; smooth blooms that deepen in color as they mature 	2.50 
LESLIE HILL (Carp.-85) 1W-GWW E. A medium-sized pure white trumpet whose consistency is its major attraction; good grower; for show....5.00 
LIBERTY BELLS (Rijn.-50) 5Y-Y M. One of the more vigorous, easier to grow triandrus hybrids; tall stems of 3-4 lemon yellow flowers,...1.50 
LIFE (Mg.-79) 7YW-Y R. Smooth, beautifully colored bloom of soft lemon w/slight white perianth halo and pale pink tint in the cups....8.00 
LIGHTHOUSE (Dunc.-81) 3W-R M. A first rate show flower the equal of Dr. Hugh;very round, smooth, flat perianth and flat, deep red cup.18.00 
LIMBO (Duna.-84) 20-R N. Very round, smooth, flat perianths evenly flushed orange; flattish cup is deep red; v. consistent show bloom.21.50 
LINPKIN (Mg.-75) 2W-WWY N. Rounded perianth of very heavy substance that should mature on the plant for perfect show blooms 	 10.00 
LINGERIE (Evans-77) 4W-Y N. A favorite Evans double; pure white blooms and frilled, deep yellow cup segments; strong stems 	 15.00 
LIPSTICK (Evans-T9) 2Y-R LM. Brilliant yellow perianths and frilled, deep red cups;very sun resistant color;tall,strong stems;scarce 	10.00 
LITTLE NISSUS (Glen.-90) 12Y-Y EE. A remarkable new miniature that is half the size of Tete-a-Tete, yet with all its fine qualities-60.00 
LOCH BRORA (Lea-79) 2W-0 M. Extremely white and unusually sun resistant for this class; a good show bloom and favorite breeding clone,12.00 
LOCH BROOM (Lea-79) 3W-ORR LN. Brilliant white, flat, broad, rounded perianth sets off the small, bright red frilled cup; show bloom...7.50 
LOCH CARRON (Lea-80) 2Y -R LM. Superb show bloom; smooth, precisely formed and bright colored; mature on plant to lengthen the stems....9.00 
LOCH COIRE (Lea-83) 3W-R LM. Smooth, rounded perianth of sparkling white; small, neat cup of solid cherry-red; good neck; tall stem 11.00 
LOCH HOPE (Lea-70) 2Y-R EM. Famous show flower that is a frequent winner in England; doesn't do as well here and perianth reflexes 	3  50 
LOCH KATRINE (Lea-87) 2Y-Y00 EM. Very flat, smooth flowers of super quality; rich dark gold peri.; 3/4 length cup of orange-red; show.10.00 



LOCH LOYAL (Lea-80) 2Y-R E. Large flowers w/broad, flat perianths in rich golden-yellow; bowl-shaped cup of deep, dark red; tall stem..9.00 
LOCH LUNDIE (Lea-78) 2Y-R M. Arguably, John Lea's best in this class; smooth, butter yellow perianth; ruffled cup of deepest red 	6  00 
LOCH KAYBERRY (Lea-83) 2Y-R R. Broad, flat perianth of rich, apricot yellow and deep red cups; consistent show blooms 	 23.00 
LOCH MEADIE (Lea-19) 2Y-0 N. Large flowers of rich, dark gold with smallish cup of deep red orange; smooth; good substance; show 	20.00 
LOCH MORE (Lea -81) 2Y-R M. Beautifully smooth perianth of bright, golden yellow; deep red cups complete consistent show blooms 	25.00 
LOCH OWSKEICH (Lea-71) 2Y-0 ER. Similar to Loch Garvie, but taller, stronger and mare floriferous; good garden daffodil for effect 	2  50 
LOCH RINSDALE (Lea-85) 2Y-YRR EM. Rounded, very flat, smooth perianth of deep yellow; beaut. formed cup in deep or.-red; show bloom 	18.00 
LOCH ROAG (Lea-83) 3W-R EM. Broad, flat and smooth, white perianth and deep red cup; a fine show daffodil, but must be protected 	 10,00 
LOCH STAC (Lea-61) 2Y-R EM. Brightly colored, medium size flowers borne on tall, strong stems; good breeder and prolific bloomer 	 2 00 
LOCH TROOL (Lea-83) 3W-YRR M. Broad, very smooth, pure white perianth; wire rim of deep red; yellow cup; consistent; strong stems 	 18.00 
LOD (Jack.-66) 1W-Y H. Medium size blooms of heavy substance and very smooth texture; deep golden yellow trumpet; important breeder...10.00 
LORIKEET (Hit.-79) 	IY-P R. 	Large, quite smooth, 	flat blooms of pure, 	soft yellow graced by well 	formed trumpets in soft apr. 	pink 	 30.00 
LUNAR SEA (Hit.-54) 	1Y-W E. 	Early, 	large, 	pale lemon reverse bicolor trumpet of classic form; 	reverses quickly; best shown young 	 4 00 
LYREBIRD (Mit.-75) 	3Y-GWW M. Broad, 	flat and smooth perianths of palest lemon; cup fades to nearly pure white; 	class winner 	 2 00 
MAGICIAN (Mit.-79) 2W-R M. Huge flowers of much substance centered by flaring crowns of intense red that really stands out; robust...135.00 
MAJESTIC STAR (Blmr.-82) 1W-W ER. The very large blooms of clear white have good substance and texture; stems could be longer here,..,18,50 
MARABOU (Evans-84) 4W-P M. Full double of quite good form; best grower and bloomer of the pink doubles here in MN; good stem; scarce..25.00 
MARIMBA (Evans-73) 2Y-YYO E. Substance, form, texture and orange in cup vary with the weather; still, most welcome in the garden 	3  50 
MARSHFIRE (Evans-70) 2W-YOR H. Large, rounded perianth of clear, clean white; lovely coral red band on cup and deep green eye 	5  00 
MARTHA WASHINGTON (Frylink-48) 8W-0 M. Two-three, quite large, pure white flowers to each strong stem; floriferous; not colorfast 	3  GO 
MARY KATE (Dunc.-83) 6W-GWP ER. Classically reflexed perianth of pure white; tubular cup banded with deep pink; green eye 	 8  00 
MASQUERADE (Bell-55) 2W-R M. Smooth, flat perianth of pure white; ruffled cup of softest red that must be protected for show 	2  50 
MEDITATION (Mit.-79) 2W-YWP LW, Very flat, pure white perianth; the intensely ruffled crown is rimmed with deep pink; lovely cut 	 12,00 
MEETING (v, Eeden-80) 4Y-Y EM. A rather loosely built yellow double of good form; its major attribute is that each bloom has a stigma 	3.00 
MEGALITH (Bloom.-84) 2W-Y M. A white/yellow cup from red cup breeding! Rounded, massive flowers of heavy substance and good form 	22.00 
MELODIOUS (Mit.-84) 2Y-Y ER, Broad, pointed, very flat perianth; satin smooth finish; soft, bright yellow throughout; firm favorite 	 12.00 
NELBIL (Cross-84) 3W-YYR M. Lovely, flat, smooth, clear white flowers on tall, strong stems; precise red rim to the cup; show flower 	20.00 
NELDRUN (Lea-76) 11-1 EN. Beautifully proportioned flowers of deep, rich gold; very smooth; heavy substance; certain winner in shows...4.50 
MELODY LANE (Hit,-62) 2W-P R. Flat, off-white perianths that are smooth; near trumpet form cups of pure lilac pink; overlooked 	1  80 
MEMENTO (Mit.-19) IY-P EM. Pale ivory lemon, very flat, smooth perianths of good show form back full trumpets of light apricot pink 	18.50 
MENTOR (Blmr.-82) 2W-P M. Flat, rounded perianths are beautifully formed and velvet smooth; long, trumpet shaped cup is deep pink 	 30.00 
MERLIN (AR-56) 3W-YYR R. Medium sized show flower of purest white; neat margin of deep red on cup; not colorfast, protect for show 	2.00 
MERRY KING (Free-6I) 3Y-R M. Good representative of a scarce class;good form; deep yellow,smooth perianth and ruffled red cup;breeder..5,00 
MIDAS' TOUCH (Bloomer-Ti) 1Y-Y M. Highly rated trumpet of deepest, polished gold thruout; flat, smooth peri.; strong stems; durable 	25.00 
MILAN (A. Wilson-32) 9W-GYR L. One of the better poets and a favorite for shows; pick young and mature indoors to protect the colors 	2.00 
MILESTONE (Hit.-68) 2Y-P M. One of the first in this color combination and still one of the best; beautiful form; proven parent;show 	3.50 
MINIKIN (Evans-69) 3W-GYR L. A near poet with rounded, flat, glistening white perianth; not sunfast, so protect show quality blooms....2.00 
MINNOW (Gray-62) 8W-Y EM. Standard miniature far show; opens pale yellow, fading to off white with yellow cup; rapid multiplier 1  00 
MINX (Evans-69) 3W-GYR LH. Similar to Minikin, but a better flower overall; protect blooms destined for the show table as red fades.—.2.50 
MISSION BELLS (Hit.-84) 5W-W R. A vigorous triandrus with tall stems of 1-3 ivory white blooms with fluted cups; good grower  10.00 
MISTY GLEN (Board-76) 2W-GWW N. One of the all time great daffodils! Large, clean white, flat perianths of heavy substance; green eye...LOG 
RONAL (Mit.-76) 2Y-R EE. Often, the first 2Y-R to open here each season and easily the best far form, substance, size and color 	 4 50 
NONDRAGON (Gerr.-73) 	11Y-0 LM. My favorite split corona; bright, golden yellow perianth of good form and deep orange, split crown 	 4 50 
MONEYNORE (Dun.-60) 2Y-R N. Flat perianths of intense, brassy gold; bright red, fluted cup; much overlooked breeder and show bloom 	3 50 
HONK SILVER (Board-76) 3W-GWW LM. The heavy substanced, very smooth blooms appear as if carved from white wax; deep green eye; show...10.00 
MONTICELLO (Panni11-71) 1W-Y EN, Clean bicolor on a tall stem; deep yellow trumpet and clear white perianth; a show flower of merit.., 7.50 
MOROI (Kitsch-79) 8Y-R N. One of the winsome, delightfully fragrant, multi-flowered selections from this marvelous cross; show 7  GO 
MOUNT ANGEL (Dunc.-18) 31-YYR R. Large, rounded, perfectly smooth pure white flowers with style; heavy substance;deep red band on cup.10.00 
NEAHKANIE (Evans-85) 1W-W EN. Beautifully formed, clear white trumpet that was a favorite of its breeder, Hurray Evans; for show 	30.00 
NEW PENNY (Pannill-72) 3Y-Y R. A good show flower and fine example of this relatively scarce class; soft yellow; good form; scarce 	25.00 
NEWCASTLE (Dunlop-5T) 1W-Y EN. A famous bicolor trumpet that, here, requires considerable time to white; heavy substance; smooth 	4  50 
NEWPORT (Pannill-80) 2W-YOY N. Very smooth, flat, large bloom of clear white w/unusual shade orange in cup; show bloom; breeder 16.50 
NEXUS (Jack.-86) 2W-P N. A fabulous flower with a beautiful crown of rich, bright pink; one of the best two or three Jackson pinks....30.00 
NORTHERN LIGHT (JLR-58) 2W-ORR K. Broad, overlapping perianth of pure white; crown is a glowing orange-red; large blooms; protect 3  00 
NORTHERN SCEPTRE (Bally.-75) 2W-YRR N. Seedling of Northern Light and a large bloom in clear white and deep, orange-red; exhibition....6.50 
NOSS MAYO (Rosewrn.-86) 6W-Y E. One of the best things to come out the breeding program at REH;white, reflexed perianth;yellow trumpet.9.00 
NOWETA (Nit.-63) 3W-WWY H. A lovely, small-cupped white of heavy substance; beautifully ruffled cup w/rim of pale gold; overlooked 3  00 
NYLON (Blanchard-49) 12W-W Jim Well's selection from the grex; ruffled cups clear white; floriferous Winter bloomer; cool greenhouse 	15.00 
OCCASIONALLY (Nit.-84) 1V-Y EM. Broad, smooth perianth of clean white and beautifully formed trumpet of lemon yellow; show bloom 	 11,00 
OHIO (de Navarro-66) 2W-ORR LH. Large, exceptionally white perianth of exhibition quality; sun resistant color; preferred breeder 	5  DO 
OLATHE (Kit.-68) 3W-GY0 EM. Beautiful form and clear colors are the appealing characteristics of this show bloom; good grower; scarce..5.00 
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OLD SATIN (Mit.-67) 2W-Y 1.M. One of the best formed and mast consistent of daffodils; smooth blooms mature to pale yellow; breeder 	3  00 
ONEONTA (Evans-68) 2Y-Y LK. Late, pale yellow concolor; useful for late season Quinn collection; smooth; vigorous; tall, strong stem,..3.00 
OPALESCENT (Wit.-72) 2W-PPY EH. Medium size white flower has a ruffled pink cup banded with a shade of soft amber; all purpose bloom 2.50 
ORANGERY (Gerr.-57) 11W-POY EM. A rather popular split corona of moderately good for and attractive color; good for flower arranging-2.50 
PAINTED DOLL (Evans-85) 2W-WPP LM. Wide, greenish-white perianth is lightly reflexed; tubular cup is a beaut., deep, strawberry red 10.00 
PALMYRA (Mit.-70) 3W-YRR LH. Regardless of the many new ones introduced in this class each year, this remains a long-time favorite 	4  50 
PANACHE (GLW-62) IW-W EN. One of the all-time great white trumpets; well proportioned, although short stemmed; a show favorite 10,00 
PARISIENNE (Gerr.-61) 11W-0 M. Partially split cup of clear, deep, red-orange; acceptable form; heavy seeder when used for Div. ils....2.50 
PARK SPRINGS (Abel-Smith-72) 3W -We LM. An almost flawless show flower of perfect form and balance; ruffled cup is banded w/pale lemon.5.00 
PARTHENON (Carn.-87 4W-YY0 M. Closely resembles Acropolis, though its looser build enables the blooms to open in adverse condtions 9  50 
PASTICHE (HKR-86) 2Y-YWW H. Rounded, smooth perianth of mid-yellow; cup fades to pure white; fine flower, but not part, distinctive...8.50 
PATRICIAN (Hit.-74) 2Y-Y EM. Smooth, flat and beautifully proportioned flower of deep gold; good pose; strong stems; show and garden...5.00 
PAY DAY (Havens-76) 1YW-W 1.14. Broad, flat, smooth perianths of gold-shaded lemon; frilled trumpet fades to white; show and breeding 	12,00 
PEACE PIPE (Evans-69) 1W-Y EM. Smooth bicolor of good quality and balance; straight trumpet with almost no roll; distinctive; show 	5.00 
PEACEFUL (Hit.-75) 2W-00Y M. Another evocatively named Mitsch flower; smooth, white perianth and unusual orange crown rimmed in gold 	4.00 
PEACH PRINCE (Evans-85) 4W-0 EM. A lovely, smooth double lit from within with peach-pink segments; moderately strong stems; show 	 12.00 
PEACOCK (Panni11-72) 2W -WPP H. A readily identified bloom with large, bowl-shaped, frilled cup of distinctive, orange-tinted pink 	9  00 
PERIPHERAL PINK (14it.-86) 2W-GWP EN. Clean white, rounded, well formed perianths; brilliant, red-pink rim to the bowl-shaped cup 	 15.00 
PET FINCH (Jefferson-Brown-75) TY-0 H. A prolific little jonquil; rounded flowers of yellow and orange; fragrant; garden or bouquet 	3.00 
PEWEE (Link-66) 3W-GGP L. A delightful little flower to end the daffodil season; lime-green eye and pale pink rim to the tiny cups 	7  50 
PHANTOM (14it,-75) 11W-P EN. The best of the many pink-cupped, split corona daffodils; uniformly shaped/colored corona of medium pink 	5,00 
PHEBE (Link-75) 9W-GY0 L. One of the better quality poets; very frilled eye of mostly red-orange; sun resistant color; show; breeder 	9.50 
PINK ANGEL (Link-80) IW-GWP IN. Larger and taller than Bell Song; not as deeply colored, but just as good; fragrant; strong grower 	4  00 
PINK FLARE (Evans-76) 2W-P N. Broad, flat, smooth perianth of pure white; tubular cup of soft, shell pink; durable blooms 	 6  00 
PINK ICE (Havens-77) 2W-P M. A smooth, rounded bloom of heavy substance; lightly ruffled cup of deep, reddish-pink; show or garden....12.00 
PINK PAGEANT (Duncan-76) 4W-P N. Large, fully double show flower of clear color and heavy substance; durable blooms on strong stems.,,30.00 
PINK PANTHER (Abel-Smith-74) 2W-P EM. Broad, smooth, white perianth and shortish, bright pink cup; one of Abel-Smith's better ones 	 5.00 
PINK PARADISE (Duncan-76) 4W-P M. Rounded, pure white, fully double exhibition flower of heavy substance and smooth texture; show 	35,00 
PINK PERFUME (Mit.-79) 2W-WPP EM, Unusual for a standard daffodil - this is lightly fragrant and a farily large pink to boot! garden 	3.00 
PINK SILK (Nit.-83) 1W-P N. The best in this class to date; clean white and clear, rose-pink; nicely formed blooms; breeder; show 	50.00 
FINK VALENTINE (Mit.-85) 2W-WFP EM. Appealing flower with smooth, white perianths of good substance and ruffled cups of red-pink, .... 8.00 
PIPE MAJOR (Board-65) 2Y-R M. Perfect perianths of clear, deep yellow and beautifully proportioned cups of dark red; consistent 	4  00 
PIPESTONE (Evans-79) 2W-P EH. Well overlapped, pure white perianth and long, lightly fluted cups of deep, brick red; tall stem 	 12.00 
PIPIT (Mit.-63) 7Y-W EM. One of the first reverse bicolor jonquils and now a very popular garden flower with an occ. show bloom 	2  00 
PIRATE KING (JLR-56) 2W-0 N. Large flowers in pure white; long, fluted cup is shaded orange-red; a cornerstone of my 1W-0 breeding 	2  00 
PITCHROY (Lea-73) 2W-GWW M. Clear white, consistently smooth exhibition bloom; moss green base to trumpet-form cup; show bloom 	5  00 
PITTA (Nit.-76) 2W-P LH. Consistently high quality, rounded, flat show bloom of ivory-white; ruffled cup is solid, apricot-pink 	6  00 
PLOVER (Nit.-75) 2W-P EM. Very broad, rounded, flat perianths of heavy substance; frilled, saucer-shaped crown of apricot pink 	7  00 
POL DORNIE (Lea-78) 2W-P LM. Very broad, rounded, smooth, clear white perianth; deep pink cup often tinged with lavender; show 	 25.00 
POL VOULIN (Lea-83) 2W-P LM. Beautifully formed, flat, pure white perianths of good substance 

and lovely texture; bright, clear pink, straight-sided, gradually expanding cup; for show..15.00 
POP'S LEGACY (Bender-85) 1W-Y EM. This is the bicolor trumpet to try and beat in a show! Ultra 

smooth, with extremely heavy substance; flat, flaw-free perianth is off white; lemon crown.25.00 
PORTFOLIO (Pannill-80) 1W-W EH. A lovely white trumpet of broad, spade-shaped, smooth segments 

forming a distinctive flower; full trumpet is lightly fluted and flared at the margin 	8  00 
PRECEDENT (Hit.-60) 2W-YPP LH. One of the most valuable daffodil hybrids in the lineage of the 

modern pink daffodil and a cornerstone of the Mitsch strain; fine flower in its own right...2.00 
PRECOCIOUS (Mit.-76) 2W-P M. Very large, flat, overlapping white perianth of good substance; 

large, heavily ruffled crown of salmon - rose; a beautiful, distinctive, spectacular flower!.18.50 
PRESIDENTIAL PINK (14it.-85) 2W-P N. Regal blooms of purest white and intense, reddish, orange- 

pink; not always the smoothest, but always has very good substance; commanding show bloom..30.00 
PRIHEUR (deJaeger-78) 1Y-Y EN. Great, golden trumpets of the most incredible, rich, deep, uni- 

form, glowing, orange-gold imaginable; a Dutch hybrid of unknown origin, but most welcomel..5.00 
PRIMROSE PATH (Carn.-83) 2W-P EM. Broad, smooth perianth of pure white with buff-pink cups; perva- 

sively scented of primroses; this is how I satisfy my longing for the primrose fragrance....3.00 
PROFILE (Evans-TO) 2W-Y EM. Unprepossessing flower that holds the genes for the elusive 1W-R; a cornerstone of this breeding goal 	3  00 
PROSPERITY (Havens-78) 1Y-Y EH. One of the best 1Y-Ys raised by this breeder; classic trumpet form; good substance and texture 18.50 
PUNCHLINE (Hit.-82) 7Y-YYP N. Unusually colored jonquil of good quality; flat, well formed ivory perianths with cups rimmed in pink....3.00 
PURBECK (Blanch.-71) 3W-YY0 R. Beautifully formed show bloom with a band of soft orange an the frilled crown; consistently blue ribbon.9.00 
PURE JOY (Hit.-71) 2W-Y N. Silken smooth, flat, rounded perianths of heavy substance; crowns are tinted w/lemon; beaut. show flower....7.50 
QUAINT (Phillips-75) 6Y-0 N. Paler than Patrol, but a good flower for this still scarce class; has a shorter cup than Jetfire; tall 10.00 
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QUASAR (Evans-77) 2W-PPR EM. Clear„ clear white, rounded perianth and deep, reddish pink fluted crown; one Evans' best pinks; show 	16.00 
QUEEN SIZE (Mit.-76) 3W-Y M. Very large, flat, overlapping and rounded perianth of pure white; small, ruffled and frilled crown 7  50 
QUICK STEP (Wit.-65) 7W-P LM. Fertile jonquil hybrid (a rarity!) that will set seed easily to range of pollen; attractive in itself....4.50 
QUIET DAY (Carn.-83) 2W-GPP M. Very smooth flower of quite good form and clear color: pure white and pale, soft pink; green throat 6.00 
RADIANT GEM (Wit,-84) 8Y-R M. Rounded, deep yellow and dark or.-red flowers borne 5-6 per stem; best of the series released to date...20.00 
RAIN DANCE (Evans-86) 2W-W EH. Clear, snow-white, flat, overlapping perianth; a lovely show bloom on tall, strong stems; good grower-18.00 
RAINBOW (JLR-61) 2W-WWP EM. Very consistent show flower of beautiful form, substance and texture; coppery-pink band on cup; vigorous...5.00 
RAMESES (JLR-60) 2W-R EN. Flat and broadly overlapping perianths of good substance, texture and color; deep, red-orange crown; tall....3.50 
RASPBERRY RING (de Nay.-77) 2W-GWP M. Smooth perianths of clear white; scintillating raspberry-pink rim; preferred for this class 	 12.00 
RAVENHILL (Bloom.-84) 3W-GY0 LM. Beautiful, consistent show bloom;flat, broadly overlapping perianth is pure whita;brilliant org. rim 	7.50 
RAWENE (Hyde-51) 2Y-R H. From New Zealand comes this vigorous yellow-red of good form, substance and texture; useful for NZ classes 	2.50 
RAWHITI (Hyde-55) 2Y-R H. Similar to the above, but a bit later and with a more frilled cup; a favorite for collection classes 	3  00 
RECITAL (Mit.-72) 2W-1,  N. Large blooms of good form in clear white; ruffled cups of deep, salmon-pink tinged with lavender; show 	8  00 
RED CONQUEST (Bell-70) 1Y-P EM. Large blooms of lemon yellow and salmon pink; a rather rough flower; has yielded good seedlings 	5  5C 
RED EMBER (0 / More-81) 3Y-R M, Large flowers of very good exhibition form; fluted cups are deep orange-red; tall stems; consistent 	30.0C 
RED ERA (O'Nore-81) 3Y-YRR M. Similar to the above, but sometimes with better form; consistent; slightly shorter stems; show bloom 	28.00 
RED FOX (Evans-73) 3Y-0 EN. Smooth flower of good form, color and substance; the orange cup will burn in sun, so protect for show 5  50 
RED HAWK (Nit.-79) 2Y-R EM. An early flower of bright, dark, golden yellow; brilliant orange-red cup; vigorous grower; dual purpose..-3.00 
RED HOT (0 1 More-T5) 20-R EM. Medium size, rounded, flat perianths evenly colored orange; good stem and pose; for show or breeding 8  50 
RED MANTLE (Bell-79) 2Y-R H. Very smooth blooms of flat, even form; goblet-shaped cup of medium red; good show flower for NZ class....15.00 
RED MARS (Bell-63) 2Y-YYR M. A favorite in this class; large yellow blooms of good form; ruffled yellow crown is banded deep red 2  50 
RED RUN (HKR-73) 2Y-R M. Good show flower and highly thought of in England; arguably the best of Mrs. Richardson's registrations 18.00 
RED SPARTAN (Duncan-83) 2Y-R LM. Very high quality, late season flower for this class; ideal for a late season Quinns; silken smooth..30.00 
REFRAIN (Mit.-82) 2W-P M. Much like Culmination, but several days earlier to bloom; slow multiplier, so remains scarce; show bloom 35.00 
REGAL BLISS (Duncan-82) 2W-GWW EN. Very smooth, flat, symmetrical, rounded perianth of superb substance and texture; dark green eye,...8.00 
REPLETE (Evans-75) 4W-P EN, Loosely built double of medium size; pure white with pink-shaded segments; opens more readily than most..,10.50 
RESPLENDENT (Nit.-77) 2Y-R EM. I consider this the best of the Mitsch yellow/reds; smooth, flat, rounded perianths of heavy substance,.6.50 
REVELATION (Pannill-70) 2W-Y ER. Clean white perianth; cup is deep gold color - almost orange; good substance; vigorous plants 5  00 
RHAPSODY (Jack.- ) 2W-GWW M. Large flowers of impressive substance, farm and smoothness; Jackson's best white released to date; show.10.00 
RHEA (Mit.-75) 2W-P M. 	Large blooms with good form and substance; 	ruffled, 	half-trumpet shaped cup is medium pink; different 	 4 50 
RICH REWARD (Mit.-68) 	1Y-W EM. One of my favorite reverses; bright lemon gold; trumpet matures to bone white; form could be better 	 6 50 
RICHHILL (Dunlop-58) 2Y-YYR EM. An older flower, but one that can still win in its class; collection favorite; primrose yellow 	 2 50 
RIKKI (Gray-62) 7W-Y N. Opens pale yellow, maturing to W-Y after several days; its tricky to get this at its peak, but a useful mini...9.00 
RIN RIDE (Fannill-76) 3W-GY0 M. Probably my favorite Pannill cultivar; lovely form, substance and clear colors; protect from sun 8  00 
RNA (Nit.-54) 1W-P M. One of the first generally available pink trumpets of quality; important parent yet today; not a strong dcer....3.50 
RIMMON (Dune.-81) 3W-GWY N. One of the lovliest yellow-rimmed small cups; very smooth, pure white perianth; consistent show bloom 	 6 00 
RINGLEADER (HKR-72) 2W-YYR EH. Still one of the best show flowers far this class; tall stems and strong grower; goad multiplier 	 5 50 
RINGMASTER (AR-53) 2Y-YYR EM. Superb show flower that still 	has considerable value; 	flat, smooth, 	clear yellow perianths; tall 	 4 50 
RIO DELL (Raese-80) 2YW-WWY EN. A large, smooth bloom, of somewhat narrow form; good color; can be quite good, but its inconsistent...I2.00 
RIO ROUGE (Bally.-74) 20-R EN. Large flowers of deep yellow, distinctly flushed with orange-red; velvety-red cup; protect from sun 4  00 
RIPTIDE (Bell-71) 1Y-W EM. Large, somewhat informal blooms of bright lemon-gold; trumpet fades to cream; vigorous grower; gdnishow...10.00 
RIVENDELL (Dunc.-81) 3W-GYY M. Lovely form, texture and smoothness are hallmarks of this beautiful bloom; yellow often fades to a rim..9.00 
RIVER QUEEN (Pannill-77) 2W-W EM. Beautifully smooth show flower of heavy substance in pure white; often in the Winner's Circle! 	30.00 
ROBERTA WATROUS (Link-79) 7Y-GYP N. Charming little flower in delightful shades of lemon, white and pure pink; honors a famous lady 	12.00 
ROCKALL (JLR-55) 3W-R M. Classic show bloom for this class; smooth flowers of heavy substance; requires time on plant to mature 	5  00 
ROMANCE (JLR-59) 2W-P M. Lovely flower, but difficult to obtain one free of defects; famous parent that, oddly, passes its best on 	3  00 
ROSE CAPRICE (JLR-52) 2W-P M. One of the cornerstones of the Richardson strain of pinks; pure white; large, bell-shaped cup of pink....2.50 
ROTARIAN (Bloomer-82) 3Y-R M. A good show flower in a still scarce class; amber-toned yellow perianths are smooth and flat; red cup....5.00 
ROYAL COACHMAN (Evans-69) 2W-GY0 EN. Murray often described this as a 'Division 2 'Merlin''; has all of the class of that famous cv 	6.00 
ROYAL REGIMENT (JLR-61) 2W-R N. Rounded, overlapping pure white perianths of good substance; bright, fiery orange-red cup; protect 	3  00 
ROYAL WEDDING (Carn.-82) 2W-GWY R. Large, smooth, rounded and overlapping perianths of pure white; fluted cup is edged with gold 	5  00 
RUBH NOR (Lea-7I) 2W-ORR EM. Large flower with rounded, overlapping white perianths of good substance; needs time to mature; protect...6.50 
RUBYTHROAT (Mit.-69) 2W-P N. The nearest to true red yet achieved; large, clear white blooms; cup holds most of its color in sun 	22.00 
RUSHLIGHT (A. Wilson-57) 2Y-W EM. Beautiful flower of good form and very heavy substance; tall stems; marvelous seed parent; show 5  50 
RUTH HALLER (C. Phillips-68) 5Y-Y EM. Good medium yellow triandrus; usually 3-4 flowers per stem; much better some years than others...7.00 
RUTLAND WATER (Noton-85) 2W-W E. Large flowers of heavy substance and smooth texture far so early in the season; dark green eye  11.00  
SACRAMENTO (de Nay.-49) 3W-GWW LM. An older '3' that looks very like a '2'; fairly good form and substance; good grower; floriferous...5.00 
SATSUMA (Evans-75) 1Y-Y N. A rounded, lemon-gold trumpet from reverse bicolor breeding; smooth, heavy substance; strong stems; show 12.00 
SEA DREAM (O'Hare-68) 3W-GWW LM. Smooth, pure white flowers of very heavy substance; a standard show flower in its class; from NZ 	6  00 
SERAPH (Hit.-76) 9W-GYR LM. My favorite poet! Rounded, little flowers of poeticus white; heavy substance; pick in loose bud for show...9.50 
SHY LADY (Jack.-86) 2W-WWP EN. Smooth, shovel-shaped petals touch at the back; fluted, tapered cup has narrow rim of pink; green eye 	20.00 
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SUNDIAL 

SILENT VALLEY (Bloomer-64) 1W-GWW EN. Broad, smooth ace-of-spades perianth segments form perfect background for the slender trumpet 	10.00 
SILK CUT (Duncan-88) 2W-GWW EH. Precise form and polished finish to this noted show flower; long, straight corona; heavy substance....20,00 
SILKEN SAILS (Mit.-64) 3W-WWY LM. A classic show bloom of much refinement; smooth; clear white w/pale yellow rim; often Best Bloom 	8  50 
SILVER BLAZE (Duncan-78) 2W-GWW EH, Lovely bloom of much style; pure white, smooth, heavy substance and deep green eye; reg. winner 	,.7.50 

SILVERNERE (Duncan-78) 2W-W EM. Considered by it's raiser to be his best Division 2 white to date; 
chaste, pure white flowers; the cup is even whiter than the perianth; highest quality! 	9  50 

SNOWFIRE (HKR-76) 4W-R H. Striking double on tall, strong stems; while often used as a show flower, 
the rather loosely built flowers are equally at home in the garden; clean poeticus white 	4  00 

SOLEDAD (HKR-78) 2W-W EM. Large, pure white flowers of different form than most Div. 2 whites, i,e 	, 
a borderline '3"; most resembles Verona, but clear white and of better quality, overall 	 10.00 

SPACESHIP (Mit.-74) 2W-P H. Distinctive, large blooms with huge, watermelon-pink, frilled corona; 
immediately attracts the eye; was the brightest daffodil going, until Magician appeared 	20.00 

SPRING MAGIC (Bloomer-70) 2W-R N. One of the true breeding advances in this difficult class; beauti- 
ful, snow-white perianth with sheen and a deep, red-orange frilled cup;ouality;remains scarce 	25.00 

SPUN HONEY (Hit.-79) 4Y-Y LH. Beautiful, smooth, well formed double of heavy substance in soft, uni- 
form, creamy lemon; moderately strong stems hold up blooms in all but the worst weather 	8  50 

STATE EXPRESS (Dunc,-83) 2Y-G00 LH. A valuable, late midseason yellow/red for later shows when this 
type is usually scarce; broad, rounded perianth of medium yellow; org. cup; of Quinn quality 	25.00 

STAFFORD (Gray-56) 7Y-0 M. One of the few miniatures with orange or red in the crown, although seldom 
more than a wide rim; for best results, show young before the colors and form change 	5  00 

STRATOSPHERE (Mit.-68) 7Y-0 W. In its class, the preferred show flower; 3-5 blooms per tall, strong stem; WISTER AWARD 	 3  50 
STYLISH (Phillips-75) 20-R EM, Rounded flowers of deep, apricot orange; one of the best of its type, although not sunfast; protect 	35.00 
SUN DISC (Gray-46) 7Y-Y M. A perfectly round disc of rich, shining yellow about the size of a quarter; Lavender or Watrous standard 	1.50 
SUNDIAL (Gray-55) 714 E. Usually comes with two little flowers (about the size of nickel) to a stem; inconsistent, unless well sited..1.50 
SURFBIRD (Nit.-80) 3Y-Y M. A pale yellow flower of good substance for a scarce class; often used for show, but not consistent here 	6  00 
SWALLOWCLIFFE (Blanch,-86) 6Y-0 E. Beautiful little blooms in deep yellow and soft orange; distinct and free-flowering; good multplr 	11.00 
SWEET LUCK (Brogden- ) 2W-0 EM. One of the first, high quality red/whites to bloom each season; fine show flower for an early Quinn.,12.00 
SWEET MUSIC (Hit.-65) 4W-GWW L. Exquisite, small double of pure white enhanced by a green glow at the base of the segments; reliable 	4.00 
SWEET PRINCE (Evans-78) 1YW-WWY EM. Smooth, rounded perianths of bright lemon-gold; trumpet requires time to mature to white; show, 	14.00 
TART (Mit.-76) 9W-R LM. From this very successful cross comes a beautiful poet with deep red eye; best to pick in loose bud for show..15.00 
TEAL (Nit.-75) 1Y-W M. Beautiful flower in rich,iriuescent lemon-gold;trumpet quickly fades to bone white;high quality seed parent...30.00 
TITANIA (JLR-58) 6W-W E. Flat, to only slightly, reflexing pointed perianth in pure white; has produced some fine little things 4  50 
TOP NOTCH (Hit,-70) 2Y-Y H. Beautifully formed, medium size flowers of exemplary smoothness and substance; fine show flower; breeder...6.00 
TUESDAY'S CHILD (Blanch.-64) 5W-Y M. Best bicolor triandrus; makes a fine showing; sensitive to winter cold in MN, cover w/straw  10.00 
UNIQUE (JLR-61) 4W-Y LM. Fine show flower and the best white/yellow generally available; large blooms w/good form, color I substance...3.00 
UNITY (Evans-80) 1Y-P EN. Unusually colored cultivar for this class; trumpets are pinker than usual, softening with maturity  18.00 
ULSTER BANK (Duncan-78) 3Y0-ORR EM. Marvelous show flower of the finest form, substance and color; not sunfast, so protect for show 	40.00 
UNCLE BEN (Abel-Smith-80) 11-0 E. A good example in a still scarce class, although Glenfarclas is still the one to beat! good grower, 	9.00 
URCHIN (Duncan-81) 6W-P EH. One of the best of its type for showing; beautifully formed blooms have sheen; Best Bloom MN Show-1989....15.00 
VALLEY FORGE (Pannill-85) 1YW-Y H. A rounded flower of heavy substance and smooth texture in shade of bright lemon-gold; show bloom 	15.00 
VAPOR TRAIL (Evans-85) 1W-W E. Long known as 'Ghost's Sister', but now named and available; clearest, snow white flowers; tall 	 25.00 
VERONA (AR-58) 3W-W M. Long time show favorite in this class; still a fine flower; good parent for improved seedlings w/this form....,4.00 
VICKSBURG (Duncan-85) 1W-GWW EN. Tall stemmed, white trumpet of good form and substance; does well in this climate; good grower 	 18.00 
VIGIL (GLW-47) 1W-W EM. Clear white trumpet of distinctive form; long a show favorite and a proven producer of improved whites 	3  00 
VULCAN (JLR-56) 2Y-0 E. Grandparent of today's best Div. 1 and 2 yellow/orange flowers; classic show bloom and still a fine flower 	2  00 
WAHKEENA (Evans-65) 2W-Y EM. A near trumpet in clear white and pure yellow; source of some very fine bicolor trumpets; good grower 	3  00 
WELCOME (Brogden-80) 2W-Y LM. Quite the most brilliant white perianth in this class; ruffled, bowl-shaped corona of lemon yellow 	25,00 
WELL WORTH (Pannill-77) /Y-Y LM. Fine, medium size jonquil with a long, straight, butter yellow cup; great for garden or show 	6  50 
WENDOVER (Pannill-78) 7W-Y EN. Long cupped jonquil in pure white and butter yellow; good grower and multiplier; favorite for garden 	6.00 
WHEATEAR (Nit.-76) 6Y-WWY H. Good reverse bicolor cyclamineus; best shown on the young side to preserve form; excellent breeder 	 .20.00 
WHITE SATIN (Evans-76) 1W-W EM. A good example of where an appropriate name enhances the many qualities of this fine show flower 	 10.00 
WHITE TIE (Mitsch/Throck.-78) 3W-W LM. One of the best show blooms to come out of the classic cross: Green Island x Chinese White 	 10.00 
MILLET (Hit.-66) 6Y-Y EM. One of the most beautifully formed cyclamineus; a long-time favorite of mine and goad show & garden flower...4.50 
WIND SONG (Hitsch/Throck,-74) 2Y-YYP M. Large, beautifully smooth flowers in softest primrose;crowns rimmed w/soft pink; can reverse 	7.50 
WOODGREEN (Dun.-56) 2W-WYY E. Long trumpet-shaped corona flushed with greenish-lemon; often the first to bloom here; old, but good! 3  00 
WOODLAND STAR (Bloomer-62) 3W-R LM. Medium size flowers of classic Div. 3 form; clear white 6 deep red; protect from sun/pick early....2.50 
XIT (Gray-48) 3W-W EM. Brilliant, snowy-white perianth with sheen; grown in quantity, you'll always have a Gold Ribbon bloom!;vigorous,7.00 
YUN-YUM (Jackson-86) 3W-WWY LH. Rounded flower with petals of incredible width that overlap at the base; unknown in this country 35,00 
ZANZIBAR (JLR-59) 2Y-R M. A deep yellow, smooth petalled bloom; dark, orange-red corona is frilled and lightly lobed on its edge 	3  50 

**The sketches of miniature daffodils used herein are with the permission of the artist, Rod Barwick. 
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